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 IN THE COURT OF SPECIAL JUDGE, ASSAM, GUWAHATI 
 

Present : Sri M. Ali, AJS, 

                Special Judge, Assam,  

                Guwahati. 
 

 

 

SPECIAL CASE NO. 4/2008 
 

STATE OF ASSAM 

VS. 

        1. Robul Gogoi  

        2. Pranabjyoti Bhorali  

................................ Accused Persons  

 

 

Date of hearing  :  23.09.2008 

    20.02.2009 

    20.04.2009 

    12.06.2009 

    14.07.2009 

    11.08.2009 

    29.12.2009 

    25.02.2010 

    25.03.2010 

    26.04.2010 

    20.05.2010 

    14.09.2011 

   

      

     

Date of statement of accused :   13.07.2011 

     14.09.2011 

     20.09.2011 

     

Date of argument :               13.10.2011 

      13.10.2011 

 

Date of Judgement :  28.10.2011 
 

Advocate for prosecution : Sri G. Sarma,  

     Ld. Special P.P. for the State of Assam. 
 

Advocates for defence :  Sri H. K. Baruah  

    Ld. Advocate. 

 

 

J  U  D  G  M  E N T 

 

1.   The prosecution case as unfolded at the trial is that on 

28.03.2001 one FIR was lodged by Addl. Dy. Commissioner Sri G. M. 
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Hazarika, Sivasagar with Officer In Charge of Sivasagar Police 

Station stating that after getting reliable information as to corrupt 

practices in passing nil bill of School teachers his junior Executive 

Magistrate Sri Ankur Bhorali was asked to keep vigil in the bill 

scrutiny room of the office of the Dy. Commissioner, Sivasagar and at 

about 3.30 PM one Sri Rubul Gogoi Audit Officer, local fund was 

caught red handed while receiving illegal gratification of Rs. 1000/- 

from Asstt. Teacher of Kalugaon Girls ME School Sri Pranabjyoti 

Bhorali. On the basis of this information Sivasagar PS Case No. 

79/2001 u/s 161 IPC was registered and the case was endorsed to 

Police Sub-Inspector Prafulla Sonwal for investigation. Immediately 

those two public servant Sri Rubul Gogoi and Pranabjyoti Bhorali 

were arrested and forwarded to judicial custody. During investigation 

the incriminating currency notes and arrear nil bill of Kalugaon Girls 

ME School were seized. At the lasts stage of investigation sanction to 

prosecute those two public servant was obtained and then chargesheet 

was filed against them u/s. 7 PC Act 1988 by the DSP(HQ), Sivasagar. 

On appearance of accused persons  the charge u/s. 7 PC Act was 

framed against accused Rubul Gogoi to which he pleaded not guilty 

and claimed to be tried. A separate charge u/s. 12 PC Act was framed 

against Pranabjyoti Bhorali to which he pleaded not guilty and 

claimed to be tried. The prosecution in order to prove the case has 

examined as many as 8 witnesses. Four Court witnesses are also 

examined. The accused persons in their statement u/s 313 Cr PC have 

denied the accusation made against them by the prosecution and the 

court witnesses. In support of the defence plea no witnesses are 

examined by these accused  persons.  

  

2. POINTS FOR DETERMINATION- 

(i) Whether accused Sri Rubul Gogoi being the Audit Officer of 

Local Fund, Sivasagar accepted illegal gratification of Rs. 

1000/- from Asstt. Teacher Sri Pranabjyoti Bhorali for passing 

his arrear bill within the meaning of Section 7 of PC Act ? 

(ii) Whether accused Pranabjyoti Bhorali being the Asstt. Teacher 

of Kalugaon Girls ME(Govt.) School  abetted Audit Officer Sri 

Rubul Gogoi to receive illegal gratification of Rs. 1000/- as a 
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reward for passing his arrear nil bill within the meaning of Sec. 

12 of  PC Act ? 

 

3. REASON FOR DECISION- 

 I have heard the Ld. advocates of the contending parties and 

compared their submission with the material on record. PW-1 Sri 

Ankur Bhorali is the Executive Magistrate, Sivasagar, PW-2 Sri A. K. 

Bordoloi and PW-3 Sri Gokul Mohan Hazarika are Addl. Dy. 

Commissioners of Sivasagar, PW-4 Labanya Kalita Dutta and PW-5 

Sri Khogendra Nath Neog are Audit Officer of Local Fund, 

Sivasagar, PW-6 Sri Prafulla Sonwal, PW-7 S. Kr. Sonwal and PW-8 

Hemanta Kr. Das are Investigating Officers of the case. CW-1 Sri 

Harendra Kr. Hazarika is the DEEO, Sivasagar, CW-2 Sri Hira Nath 

Bora is the Headmaster of Kalugaon Girls ME School, CW-3 Sri 

Himangsu Shekar Das is the Commissioner and Secretary to the 

Govt. of Assam, Finance Deptt. and CW-4 Sri Debaranjan Sarma is 

the Officer In Charge of Sivasagar Police Station.  

 

4.   According to PW-1Sri Ankur Bhorali on 28.03.2001 while he 

was serving as Extra Asstt. Commissioner at Sivasagar Addl. Dy. 

Commissioner Sri G. M. Hazarika received many complains from 

Schools Teachers about taking of money by Audit Officers who were 

engaged to examine and to check arrear bills  (nil bills) of the teachers  

in the office of the Dy. Commissioner, Sivasagar. On that day ADC 

Sri G. M. Hazarika asked him to enquire about the matter and to 

keep vigil in and around the room where bills were examined and 

checked by Audit Officers, While he was observing the activities in 

the said room he saw one teacher giving a bundle of ten rupee 

currency notes to accused Rubul Gogoi who in turn kept the bundle 

in the pocket of his pent. Soon he caught him redhanded and accused 

Rubul Gogoi confessing his guilt prayed for mercy. Thereafter he 

took both Rubul Gogoi and the teacher to the room of ADC Sri G. M. 

Hazarika. In the meantime police was informed and the bundle of 

currency note was seized without delay. ADC Sri G. M. Hazarika 

lodged the ejahar vide Ext. 1 and police seized the currency notes vide 

Ext. 2 in his presence.  
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5.   PW- 2 Sri A. K. Bordoloi ADC has stated that on 28.03.2001 

while he was in the chamber of his colleague ADC Sri G. M. Hazarika 

police seized some currency notes being produced by GM Hazarika 

vide Ext. 2 in his presence. M. Ext. 1 is the said seized money. PW-3 

Sri Gokul Mohan Hazarika ADC, Sivasagar has stated that on 

28.03.2001 he was deputed to supervise the examination of passing of 

nil bill of LP and ME School Teachers as per guidelines issued by the 

Finance Deptt., Govt. of Assam and the passing of nil bill was going 

on in a room at the ground floor of the Dy. Commissioner Office. At 

that time he received complains about the transaction of money while 

passing the bills and in order to check this practice he asked his 

junior Executive Magistrate Sri Ankur Bhorali to look into the 

matter. On the same day Sri Ankur Bhorali caught redhanded one 

ME School Teacher Pranabjyoti Bhorali while delivering the money 

to Audit Officer Rubul Gogoi and he brought both the persons to his 

chamber. On the same day he lodged the ejahar vide Ext. 1 and Ext. 

1(1) is his signature. Police seized the bundle of hundred numbers of 

ten rupee currency notes (M. Ext. 1) from him in presence of 

witnesses.   

 

6.   PW-4 Smti. Labanya Kalita Dutta has stated that on 28.03.2001 

while she and her colleague Rubul Gogoi and Khogendra Nath Neog 

Asstt. Audit Officers Local Fund were examining the arrear (nil) bills 

of teachers in the office of the Dy. Commissioner, Sivasagar Executive 

Magistrate Ankur Bhorali caught redhanded Sri Rubul Gogoi while 

he was taking illegal gratification from a person. PW- Sri Khogendra 

Nath Neog has stated that in the month of March 2001 while he was 

working as Audit Officer, Local Fund, Sivasagar he was engaged by 

the Dy. Commissioner to check the arrear nil bills of School Teachers.  

Apart from him two other Asstt. Audit Officers namely Labanya 

Kalita Dutta and Rubul Gogoi were also engaged in this work. On 

28.03.2001 at about 2 to 3 PM accused Rubul Gogoi and another 

person were taken to the chamber of ADC Sri G. M. Hazarika and 

later he came to know accused Rubul Gogoi had received illegal 

gratification from one person and it was detected by Magistrate.  
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7.   PW- 6 Sri Prafulla Sonwal Inspector of Police has stated that 

on 28.03.2001 while he was serving as Police Sub Inspector at 

Sivasagar Police Station he got an information over phone from ADC 

Sri G. M. Hazarika about taking of illegal gratification by Audit 

Officer Rubul Gogoi from a teacher. Immediately he made GD entry 

No. 1294 dtd. 28.03.2001 and as per direction of the Officer In Charge 

of the Police Station he proceeded to the office of the DC, Sivasagar 

where he found the accused persons detained in the office chamber of 

ADC Sri GM Hazarika. He seized the bundle of currency note vide 

Ext. 2 in presence of witnesses. M. Ext. 1 is the seized money. On the 

same day the ADC lodged the ejahar and he took both the accused 

persons to the Police Station and later they were remanded to judicial 

custody. Ext. 3 is the forwarding report of the accused. Ext. 4 is the 

format of FIR.  

 

8.   PW- 7 Sri Subud Kr. Sonwal has stated that on 7.11.2003 while 

he was serving as DSP at Sivasagar he was entrusted with the 

investigation of this case and he wrote to the concerned authority for 

obtaining prosecution sanction against the accused persons. PW-8 Sri 

Hemanta Kr. Das, DSP has stated that on 05.11.2005 he was entrusted 

by the SP Sivasagar to investigate the Sivasagar PS Case No. 79/2001 

u/s. 7 PC Act. He obtained the sanction to prosecute accused persons 

from the authority concerned. After going through the case diary and 

relevant record he filed the chargesheet against accused Rubul Gogoi 

and Pranabjyoti Bhorali u/s. 7 PC Act vide Ext. 5.  

 

9.   CW- 4 Sri Deba Ranjan Sarma the Officer In Charge of 

Sivasagar Police Station has exhibited the original General Diary of 

Sivasagar Police Station of March 2001. Ext. ZZ is the said General 

Diary and Ext. ZZ(1) is the GD entry No. 1294 dtd. 28.03.2001 which  

reads – “Now (3 PM) ADC Sri GM Hazarika had informed over 

phone that Audit Officer Sri Rubul Gogoi was caught redhanded 

while taking bribe from a person for the purpose of cheking arrear 

bill at DC Office. Accordingly S/I P. Sonwal along with the 

subordinate staff was sent for investigation”. He has also stated that 
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as per endorsement of General Diary on that day police S/I Hazrat Ali 

was the In Charge of O/C of Sivasagar PS because the then O/C 

Parimal Choudhury was on leave.  

 

10.   CW-1 Dr. Harendra Kr. Hazarika has stated that on 

09.05.2006 he was serving as DEEO, Sivasagar and on that day he 

accorded sanction for launching prosecution against accused 

Pranabjyoti Bhorali the then Asstt. Teacher of Kalugaon Girls 

ME(Govt.) School vide Ext. 6 and Ext. 6(1) is his signature. He has 

also stated that before granting sanction he had gone through all the 

relevant papers and applied his judicial mind. CW-2 Sri Hira Nath 

Bora has stated that from 01.09.1994 to 31.01.2009 he was serving as 

Headmaster of Kalugaon Girls ME School and he had prepared nil 

bill relating to arrear pay of teaching and non teaching staffs of his 

School w.e.f. 01.01.1996 to 31.07.1998 for 31 months amounting to Rs. 

2,34,264/-. Ext. X is the abstract of the nil bil and Ext. X(1) is his 

signature. Ext. Y is the nil bill in two sheets.  CW-3 Sri Himangsu 

Shekar Das has stated that on 08.03.2006 while he was serving as 

Commissioner and Secretary to the Govt. of Assam, Finance Deptt. he 

accorded sanction to prosecute accused Sri Rubul Gogoi, Audit 

Officer in the office of the Asstt. Director of Audit (Local Fund), 

Sivasagar vide Ext. XX and Ext. XX(1) is his signature. According to 

him the prosecution sanction was granted after going through all the 

relevant document and application of judicial mind.  

 

11.   Carefully scrutinizing the evidence of eight PWs and four CWs 

it is transpires that the incident of taking illegal gratification by 

accused Rubul Gogoi from co-accused Pranabjyoti Bhorali is 

allegedly witnessed by PW-1 Sri Ankur Bhorali, who was asked by 

the ADC PW-3 to keep vigil over the ongoing passing of nil bills by 

Audit Officers in the office room. According to him as soon as he saw 

accused Pranabjyoti Bhorali delivering the ten rupee bundle to 

accused Rubul Gogoi he rushed and caught him redhanded. He has 

also stated that accused Rubul Gogoi after being apprehended 

confessed his guilt and prayed for mercy. Immediately both the bribe 

giver and bribe taker along with the money were taken to the 
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chamber of ADC who in turn informed police. Corroborating this 

evidence PW-3 G. M. Hazarika has also stated that Executive 

Magistrate Ankir Bhorali produced accused Rubul Gogoi and 

Pranabjyoti Bhorali along with the money before him and without 

delay he lodged the ejahar vide Ext. 1 with Sivasagar Police Station. 

PW-2 ADC Sri A. K. Bordoloi has also stated that money was seized 

by police from ADC GM Hazarika vide Ext. 2 in his presence. PW-4 

Mrs. Labanya Kalita Dutta and PW-5 Khogendra Nath Neog who 

happen to be the Audit Officers  along with accused Rubul Gogoi 

passing arrear nil bill of teachers on that day in the office of the Dy. 

Commissioner, Sivasagar have also stated that accused Rubul Ghogoi  

was apprehended by Magistrate Sri Ankur Bhorali while he was 

taking money from a teacher. Clarifying their stand these two 

witnesses have stated that though they did not see taking of money by 

Rubul Gogoi from the teacher, but  they came to know about it just 

after occurrence. PW-5 Sri Khogendra Nath Neog was not at all  

crossexamined by the defence side and so his evidence remains as it is.  

 

12.   CW-4 Sri Deba Ranjan Sarma, O/C of Sivasagar PS has stated 

that on 28.03.2001 the information given by ADC Sri GM Hazarika 

was recorded vide GD entry No. 1294 dtd. 28.03.2001 to the effect that  

at about 3 PM; ADC GM Hazarika informed over phone that Audit 

Officer Sri Rubul Gogoi was caught redhanded while taking bribe 

from a person for the purpose of checking arrear bill at DC Office. So 

this prompt information to police left no scope for concotion. 

According to PW-1 Sri Ankur Bhorali after detection of taking bribe 

while passing bill of teacher there was a chaotic situation in the arrear 

bill checking room. PW-4 (Audit Officer) has also stated that at the 

relevant time there was hue and cry and accused Rubul Gogoi was 

taken to the chamber of ADC GM Hazarika. PW-6 Sri Prafulla 

Sonwal, S/I has also stated that on 28.03.2001 the telephonic 

information was recorded in the General Diary and as directed by the 

O/C of the Police Station he rushed to the DC office and found 

accused Rubul Gogoi and Pranabjyoti Bhorali detained in the 

chamber of ADC GM Hazarika. All these things happened within few 

munites.  
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13.   Accused Rubul Gogoi in his statement u/s. 313 Cr. PC has 

stated that on 28.03.2001 while he was performing his duty as Audit 

Officer in a room in the DC Office, Sivasagar, EAC Sri Ankur 

Bhorali asking him why did he take Rs. 1000/- took him to the office 

of ADC. Accused Pranabjyoti Bhorali has also stated that on that day 

he went to DC Office, Sivasagar in connection with his land matter 

and while he was standing in baranda EAC Sri Ankur Bhorali took 

him to the chamber of ADC, Sivasagar. From these replies it can be 

inferred that the accused persons had admitted their presence at the 

place of occurrence at the relevant time and producing them by EAC 

Sri Ankur Bhorali before ADC Sri GM Hazarika. During cross 

examination of the prosecution witnesses it has not been suggested to 

them by the accused persons that out of previous grudge or some 

other reasons they were falsely implicated by the prosecution 

witnesses.  

 

14.   CW -1 Dr. Harendra Kr. Hazarika, District Elementary 

Education Officer, Sivasagar has stated that he accorded sanction to 

prosecute accused Asstt. Teacher of Kalugaon Girls ME School Sri 

Pranabjyoti Bhorali after going through the relevant papers and 

application of judicial mind. CW-3 Sri Himangsu Shekar Das, 

Commissioner and Secretary to the Govt. of Assam, Finance Deptt. 

has also stated that he accorded sanction to prosecute Sri Rubul 

Gogoi, Audit Officer of the office of the Asstt. Director of Audit Local 

Fund, Sivasagar after going through the relevant documents and 

application of judicial mind.  

 

15.   It is contended by the Ld. defence advocate that the 

Investigating Officer at the time of seizure of currency notes did not 

mention the numbers of the currency notes in the seizure list for 

which it can not be said that M. Ext. 1 was the currency notes seized 

from PW-3 Sri GM Hazarika by the I.O. on that day. On perusal of 

the seizure list Ext. 2 it is seen that the I.O. seized hundred numbers 

of ten rupee currency notes and one arrear nil bill of Kalugaon Girls 

ME School of teaching and non teaching staffs forwarded by the 
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Block Elementary Education Officer of Amguri Block. Ext. Y is the 

arrear bill of Kalugaon Girls ME School containing the names of 

eleven teaching and non teaching staffs including the name of accused 

Pranabjyoti Bhorali, Asstt. Teacher. Accused Rubul Gogoi in his 

statement u/s. 313 Cr. PC has admitted that on that day he was 

entrusted with the job of checking arrear bill of teachers.  It is also 

contended by the Ld. defence advocate that the prosecution story told 

by the witnesses is not believable because  the investigation was done 

by Sub-Inspector of Police Sri Prafulla Sonwal (PW-6) who was not 

authorized to investigate the case u/s. 17 PC Act. In support of his 

contention the Ld. defence advocate has drawn my attention to the 

ruling laid down by Hon’ble Supreme Court in State Inspector of 

Police Vs. S. Sankaran Karri (2006) 7 SCC 172 wherein it is held that 

second provision of Sec. 17 PC Act is mandatory in nature and a case 

u/s. 13 (1)(e) PC Act shall not be investigated without the order of the 

Police Officer not below the rank of a Superintendent of Police.  

 

16.   In order to appreciate the correct position of law let me quote 

the provision of Section 17 PC Act in extenso  

  Notwithstanding anything contained in the Code of Criminal 

Procedure, 1973 (2 of 1974), no police officer below the rank, -  

(a) in the case of the Delhi Special Police Establishment, of an 

Inspector of Police; 

(b) in the metropolitan areas of Bombay, Calcutta, Madras and 

Ahmedabad and in any other metropolitan area notified as such 

under sub-section (1) of section 8 of the Code of Criminal 

Procedure, 1973 (2 of 1974), of an Assistant Commissioner of 

Police; 

(c) elsewhere, of a Deputy Superintendent of Police or a police officer 

of equivalent rank,  

shall investigate any offence punishable under this Act without 

the order of a Metropolitan Magistrate or a Magistrate of the 

first class, as the case may be, or make any arrest therefor 

without a warrant : 

Provided that if a police officer not below the rank of an 

Inspector of Police is authorized by the State Government in this 
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behalf by general or special order, he may also investigate any 

such offence without the order of a Metropolitan Magistrate or a 

Magistrate of the first class, as the case may be, or makes arrest 

therefor without a warrant: 

Provided further that an offence referred to in clause (e) of sub-

section (1) of section 13 shall not be investigated without the order 

of a police officer not below the rank of a Superintendent of 

Police.   

 

17.   A bare reading of this section shows that there are two 

provisions. According to the first provision investigation of a case 

under PC Act is to be conducted by police officer not below the rank 

of Inspector of Police without an order of Metropolitan Magistrate or 

Magistrate of the first class. According to the second provision an 

offence referred to in clause (e) of sub-section 1 of section 13 shall not 

be investigated without the order of a police officer not below the 

rank of a Superintendent of Police. The facts of the case of State 

Inspector of Police Vs. S. Sankaran Karri (supra) relates to 

disproportionate assets case within the meaning of section 13(1)(e) PC 

Act. The case in hand is different because it relates to taking illegal 

gratification by public servant. So the ratio laid down by the Hon’ble 

Supreme Court in respect of second provision of section 17 PC Act  is 

not applicable in this case.  

 

18.   The Hon’ble Supreme Court in H. N. Rishbud Endersing Vs. 

State of Delhi AIR 1955 SC 196 held that if cognizance in fact has 

been taken on a police report in breach of the mandatory provisions 

relating to investigation, the results, which follow can not be set aside 

unless the illegality in the investigation can be shown to have brought 

about a miscarriage of justice. In other words an illegality committed 

in course of investigation does not affect the competence and 

jurisdiction of the court for trial. The Apex Court in PS Mennon Vs. 

State of Kerela AIR 1970 165 held that the provision of section 17 PC 

Act 1988 are mandatory in nature rendering illegal any investigation 

conducted in violation thereof. Any such illegality can be pointed out 

and corrected at any stage before the competent court takes 
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cognizance of the offence where after the illegality is relevant only for 

the purpose of finding out whether the accused has suffered any 

prejudice on that account. The Hon’ble Supreme Court in Munilal 

Vs. Delhi Administration AIR 1971 SC 1525 held that though section 

5(A) lays down that investigation should be conducted by the officer 

of the appropriate rank but it is not absolutely necessary that every 

one of the steps in the investigation has to be done by that officer in 

person and that he can not take the assistance of his deputies or he is 

bound to go through each and every one of the steps in the 

investigation in every case. Therefore the mere fact that some of the 

statements of witnesses were written by S/I of police to the dictation of 

Dy. Superintendent of Police does not make the investigation as one 

not conducted by the later.  The Hon’ble Supreme Court in para 21 of 

State Inspector of Police Vs. S. Sankaran Karri (supra) held that it is 

true that only on the basis of the illegal investigation a proceeding 

may not be quashed unless miscarriage of justice is shown. On the 

basis of the information given by PW-3 S/I Prafulla Sonwal was sent 

for investigation. On the same day ten rupee bundle of Rs. 1000/- was 

seized from PW-3 Sri GM Hazarika. The accused persons in their 

statement u/s. 313 Cr. PC have admitted their presence at the 

relevant time in the DC Office, Sivasagar and producing them before 

the Addl. Dy. Commissioner Sri G. M. Hazarika by PW-1 Sri Ankur 

Bhorali on the allegation of giving and taking bribe by them.  

 

19.   Record shows that these two accused persons were arrested 

and forwarded to judicial custody on the same day. Neither during 

the course of investigation nor during pre trial stage nor during trial 

stage these two accused persons have filed any application challenging 

the legality of the investigation first conducted by PW-6 Police Sub-

Inspector Sri Prafulla Sonwal. Not only that the accused persons 

never filed any application stating that they were prejudiced or 

miscarriage of justice had resulted due to investigation first 

conducted by PW-6 Sri Prafulla Sonwal. PW-7 Sri S. Kr. Sonwal Dy. 

Superintendent of Police (HQ) Sivasagar was entrusted with the 

investigation of this case and he took steps to obtain prosecution 

sanction from the authority concerned. PW-8 Sri Hemanta Kr. Das 
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Dy. Superintendent of Police was also entrusted by the 

Superintendent of Police, Sivasagar to investigate the Sivasagar PS 

Case No. 79/08 (instant case). He obtained the prosecution sanction 

from the authority concerned and filed the chargesheet against both 

the accused persons u/s. 7 PC Act. Thus it becomes emphatically clear 

that though initially investigation was conducted by a police Sub 

Inspector but later it was entrusted to Dy. Superintendent of Police by 

the Superintendent of Police, Sivasagar and chargesheet was filed by 

PW-8 Dy. Superintendent of Police Sri Hemanta Kr. Das. Thus the 

investigation was completed by competent police officer as per 

provision of section 17 PC Act.  

 

20.   Following my discussion in the forgoing paras, having regards 

to the oral and documentary evidence in the light of legal ratios laid 

down by the Apex Court; I am of the firm view that the prosecution 

has established the case against accused Rubul Gogoi u/s. 7 PC Act 

and Pranabjyoti Bhorali u/s. 12 PC Act beyond all reasonable doubt. 

Accordingly I found them guilty.   

 

21.   In reply to the question on sentence both the accused persons 

claiming to be innocent have prayed for acquittal.  

  Bribary and graft by public officers is one of the organized crimes 

which are characterized as white coller crimes. Corruption is causing 

untold hardships to the common man in his day to day life where 

practically nothing moves except by greasing the palm of the corrupt 

officials, who have created an unhealthy atmosphere in the society 

where the poor people find it difficult even to breathe. 

  As we know that the primary objective of Criminal Justice System is 

to prevent the growth of deviant behavior in the society, to detect the 

devient behaviour and to prescribe adequate punishment after 

evaluating the extent of deviance.  Increasing lawlessness and the 

decreasing fear of the law are caused by the failure of our system to 

punish the criminal. The general impression is that nothing serious 

can happen in the existing system to a law breaker. So the endevour 

of the court should be to give as unambiguous message to the 
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wrongdoers and the probable offender so that the public confidence 

in the administration of justice can be restored.  

 

22.   Here in this case accused Rubul Gogoi is found guilty u/s. 7 PC 

Act while accused Pranabjyoti Bhorali is found guilty u/s. 12 PC Act. 

The magnitude of the two offences is different in degree but not of 

kind. It is known to all that bribes are not only offered to get an 

undue favour but also to avoid unnecessary harassment and to see 

that no obstruction or delay is caused in getting the most legitimate 

work done. According to the arrear bill (Ext. Y) there are eleven 

teaching and non teaching staff of Kalugaon Girls ME School and 

they are getting arrear pay benefit amounting to Rs. 2,34,268/- 

deposited in their Provident Fund Account.  Accused Pranabjyoti 

Bhorali Asstt. Teacher got Rs. 16,294/- deposited in his Provident 

Fund Account. This is his the most legitimate income of his service. 

According to PW-1 and PW-3 the nil bill of ME Shcool Teachers of 

Sivasagar district were passed by Audit Officers under their 

supervision as per guidance of the Finance department and 

complaints of transaction were received prior to the date of 

occurrence. The offering of Rs. 1000/- by the teacher to the Audit 

Officer shows that the price of passing the nil bill was fixed earlier in 

that March ending phenomena of the year. The deposit of the Rs. 

16,294/- in the P.F. Account of the official should have happened in 

due course uninfluenced by extraneous consideration. But the public 

servant entrusted to do the said job created the hurdle for his 

unlawful gain.   The offence u/s 7 PC act is punishable up to 

rigorous imprisonment for five years. In my view the Audit Officer 

Rubul Gogoi deserves deterrent punishment. So he is convicted u/s 7 

PC Act with R/I for three years six months with fine of Rs. 25,000/- in 

default to under go rigorous imprisonment for one year.  

 

23.   The School teacher who is supposed to be a model for other 

people instead of making complaint before the PW-1 and PW-3 

instigated the Audit Officer to receive the illegal gratification of Rs. 

1000/- within the meaning of section 12 PC Act which is punishable 

up to rigorous imprisonment for five years with minimum six month 
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imprisonment. In my view accused Pranabjyoti Bhorali should be 

dealt with leniently because he did not seek undue favour from the 

Audit Officer but paid the amount to avoid unnecessary harassment 

from the Audit Officer. He is therefore convicted u/s. 12 PC Act. with 

three months rigorous imprisonment with fine of Rs. 2000/- in default 

to under go rigorous imprisonment for one month.  The period of 

detention of both the accused persons during investigation or trial if 

any shall be set off against the period of imprisonment.  

 

  

 

          Special Judge, Assam,  

         Guwahati   
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Appendix 

Exhibited by Spl. PP - 

1. Ext. 1 – Ejahar 

2. Ext. 2- Seizure memo 

3. Ext. 3 – Forwarding report 

4. Ext. 4 – Format of FIR 

5. Ext. 5 -Chargesheet 

6. Ext. 6 – Prosecution saction 

7. Ext. X – Bill register  

8. Ext. Y – Arrear nil bill 

9. Ext. Z – Statement  

 

Exhibited by Court - 

1.  Ext. XX – Prosecution Sanction 

2.  Ext. ZZ – General Diary  

 

 

         Special Judge, Assam, 

          Guwahati  
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INTHE COURT OF SPECIAL JUDGE, ASSAM, GUWAHATI 

Spl. Case No. 4/08 

 

 

Question on sentence of accused Rubul Gogoi   - 

 

 

 

Q. 1-         In this case you are found guilty committing the offence u/s. 

7 PC act which is punishable up to rigorous imprisonment for five 

years and fine. What would you say on sentence ? 

 

 Ans.         I am innocent. I will prefer appeal in the High Court.   
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  INTHE COURT OF SPECIAL JUDGE, ASSAM, GUWAHATI 

Spl. Case No. 4/08 

 

 

Question on sentence of accused Pranabjyoti Bhorali    - 

 

 

 

Q. 1-         In this case you are found guilty committing the offence u/s. 

12 PC act which is punishable up to rigorous imprisonment for five 

years and fine. What would you say on sentence ? 

 

 Ans.         I am innocent. I will prefer appeal in the High Court.    


